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A-list fine dining options abound in Atlantic City, presenting a diversity of fare with New Jersey flair. 

When it comes to high rollers, Atlantic City has both the gaming and the fine-dining varieties. The seaside 
resort known as America’s Favorite Playground has several restaurants helmed by chefs known worldwide 
for their playful takes on cuisine. 

If you have an appetite for pairing the sophisticated energy, cutting-edge entertainment and electrifying 
nightlife of Atlantic City with a restaurant notable for its celebrity name, Gordon Ramsay Pub & Grill on 
Pacific Avenue lets guests take in a European vibe while enjoying dishes and drinks crafted by the star of 
such shows as Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares and Hell’s Kitchen. 

At the Borgata Hotel Casino & Spa, Bobby Flay Steak thinks outside the box and offers menu items with 
regional flair. The eatery’s chic ambience is punctuated by wooden ceiling panels, lobster tanks and wine 
displays. 

Another celebrity chef name at the Borgata is that of Wolfgang Puck American Grille, where the classic 
American cuisine includes such dishes as spicy tuna tartare with avocado, cucumbers and crisp wontons. 
The recipient of awards including a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, Puck invites his Atlantic City 
guests to dine on an elevated dining terrace (which, by Borgata’s own admission is perfect for people-
watching) or in a dining room complete with a fireplace. 



Borgata flexes its celebrity chef muscles again with Angeline by Michael Symon featuring classic Italian 
cuisine. Iron Chef and James Beard Award-winning chef Symon’s Sicilian roots inspire the menu options 
here. 

Ecuadorian-American chef, restaurant owner and Iron Chef winner Jose Garces offers fresh seafood in a 
beachfront setting at Olón, located at the Tropicana. Bar Olón offers a more casual feel, serving 
sandwiches, small plates and an extensive beer list. 

Also owned by Garces at the Tropicana is Okatshe, a modern version of a traditional Japanese izakaya, a 
type of Japanese bar in which a variety of small, typically inexpensive, dishes and snacks are served to 
accompany the alcoholic drinks. Enjoy a selection of small plates, yakitori, ramen, sushi and sashimi at the 
full-service, 80-seat sit-down restaurant. 

For breathtaking views of Atlantic City, head to Guy Fieri’s Chophouse, where you can nosh on fare with 
New Jersey flair. Owned by the American restaurateur, author, game show host and Emmy Award-winning 
television personality, the restaurant is located at Bally’s Atlantic City. 

For more A-list options in Atlantic City, check out VisitNJ.org. Plus, download a free NJ travel guide or sign 
up for e-news from New Jersey Travel and Tourism. 

 


